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• Outburst from a newly-found source was detected by Fermi/LAT on 
May 15, 2017, visible for 2 consecutive weeks (Ciprini et al. 2017, 
ATel #10482) 

• X-ray counterpart detected by Swift/XRT, still active after 12 months 

• Optical transient detected as well, host galaxy at z=0.171
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Figure 13: A zoom of the final part of the high-energy Fermi light curve (Fig. 12, third
panel).
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Figure 14: A further zoom of the Fermi high-energy light curve (in blue and without
error bars) overplotted to the X-ray light curve of Fig. 11.
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radio-quiet AGN (see Section 2 for a detailed discussion).
Indeed, it has a L1.4 GHz= 3.9× 1031 erg s−1 Hz−1, lower than
the threshold limit definition (L1.4 GHz= 1032.5 erg s−1 Hz−1;
Gregg et al. 1996). This makes this transient a possible
candidate for an AGN class still under debate: radio-weak
BL Lacs.

2. Observations and Archive Data

2.1. Effelsberg-100 m Single Dish Data

We obtained target of opportunity (ToO) observations with
the Effelsberg-100 m single dish radio telescope to monitor the
radio spectral energy distribution (SED) of our target in a
∼4-months time window after the Ciprini et al. (2017)
discovery. Observations were carried out in cross-scan mode
at 4.85, 8.35, 10.45, and 15 GHz in order to cover the entire
cm-band. The number of subscans was 16 at 4.85 and
8.35 GHz, and 32 at 10.45 and 15 GHz, reaching a typical
rms of ∼2 mJy and ∼1 mJy, respectively. Pointing/focusing on
convenient nearby calibrators was performed before each
observing slot. The flux density scale was calibrated using

multiple scans on 3C 286 for each epoch, taking as reference
the Baars et al. (1977) scale; given the variable weather
conditions, the flux scale uncertainty can be considered ∼10%
of the total flux density measurement. Data were reduced in
TOOLBOX,9 extracting the flux densities via the Gaussian fit of
the cross-scans. The final error has been calculated via the
quadratic sum of the cross-scan rms and the flux scale error.
In total, we collected five epochs at t=+35, +49, +63,

+70, and +121 days after the initial burst detected by Fermi.
Measurements are reported in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 1;
values at the same frequency from different epochs are
compatible within errors, not indicating radio variability up
to four months after the burst in the gamma-ray band. A
correlation between gamma-ray and radio emission in blazars
has been found by different authors (Schinzel et al. 2012;
Casadio et al. 2015; Chidiac et al. 2016; Karamanavis et al.
2016; Lisakov et al. 2017) with time-lags spanning between
days to months for the radio associated emission, and flux
density enhancements of a factor of 2 or more. In this case, the
low activity of the source could further expand the delay
between detection in the different bands, being more than the
four months explored here. Another possibility is that the lower
energy involved with respect to classic blazars produces a
variability magnitude smaller than our error bars from the
Effelsberg-100 m measurements (<5 mJy, i.e., <10% of flux
density).
The spectral index (α, adopting the convention S=να)

calculated between 4.85 and 14.60GHz shows values >−0.5 for
all epochs, suggesting an orientation of the jet near the line of sight,
typical of blazars. This confirms the estimate at lower frequencies
using pre-burst flux densities from the literature, giving an
α=−0.16±0.21 between 150MHz (TGSS, 66.6± 8.4mJy)
and 1.4GHz (NVSS, 46.6± 1.5mJy).
In Figure 1 we show the NVSS map at 1.4 GHz of our target

with an angular resolution of 45×45 arcsec. Two other
intervening sources are visible, but are not related to the
emission of the transient. The Effelsberg-100 m angular
resolution and pointing position at the lower frequency
observed (4.85 GHz) is reported for comparison, together with
the Fermi/LAT and Swift/XRT 95% and 90% containment
radius, respectively, from the corresponding ATels. The
identification of the Swift/XRT transient with the NVSS
source is evident, and the lack of other radio counterparts in the
Fermi and Effelsberg-100 m beams results in a bona-fide
association as well. The NVSS map itself shows a marginally
resolved structure, with a deconvolved linear size of 15×
6 arcsec and a position angle of 24°. At the spatial scale of the

Figure 1. Top panel: NVSS map centered on source J154419–064913. Angular
resolution and target positions for Effelsberg-100 m (∼2.5 arcmin at
4.85 GHz), Swift/XRT (90% containment radius of 1.4 arcsec), and Fermi/
LAT (95% containment radius of 0.07 deg) are shown. The flux density scale
from NVSS is in Jy/beam and the contours are in the logarithmic scale from 3σ
to 1000σ. Bottom panel: Effelsberg-100 m radio SED at different epochs (post-
burst), together with flux densities from the literature (TGSS and NVSS, pre-
burst).

Table 1
Radio Flux Densities Collected with the Effelsberg-100 m Telescope for the

Five Post-burst Epochs in 2017

Epoch Time 4.85 8.35 10.45 14.60 4.85
14.60a

Jun 19 +35 L 35±6 35±4 L L
Jul 3 +49 47±5 42±5 34±4 35±4 −0.27±0.25
Jul 17 +63 48±5 32±6 32±3 32±3 −0.37±0.23
Jul 24 +70 44±5 43±7 34±4 30±3 −0.35±0.25
Sep 13 +121 50±5 L L 31±3 −0.43±0.23

Note. Days elapsed after the burst are in column 2. The frequencies are in GHz
and the flux densities are in mJy (columns 3–6). The last column reports
spectral indices between 4.85 and 14.60 GHz.

9 https://eff100mwiki.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/doku.php
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• Position coincident with faint NVSS and TGSS object (1.4 GHz, 150 
MHz) 

• The Rx ratio falls between the RL and RQ population, confirming a 
faint radio emission

Monitoring campaign
2017

• Monitoring with Effelsberg single dish started on June 19, 2017, still 
ongoing. Flat spectral index suggests jet orientation towards 
observer. Hints of variability only at frequencies higher than 10 GHz 
(closer to core region)

The discovery
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• Optical observations with San Pedro Martir 2.1m telescope, in 
August 2017, showed featureless spectrum, suggesting BL Lac 
classification 

• BH mass from velocity dispersion: 3.4e8 Msun 

• These properties point towards a new example of radio-weak BL 
Lac, showing for the first time a flare in the gamma/X-ray band.

• Latest spectrum from OAGH (Cananea, Mexico) confirms featureless 
spectrum, flux increased by 50% w.r.t. August 2017 

• SED model by Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2009: two-humps SED typical of 
Blazars, peaks position typical of low-power BL Lac. Fitting parameters 
typical for low-power BL Lac (like Mkn 501), small viewing angle

Multi-epoch SED: blue points 
are pre-burst, red points post-
burst. Pre-burst from ASDC 
database + upper limit from 
INTEGRAL/ISGRI first 1000 
orbits. Red line is BL Lac host 
galaxy template, dashed line is 
AD+Torus+Corona emission

Conclusions
• First high-energy flare from a radio-weak BL Lac 

• Flare not (yet?) detected at radio frequencies 

• Inefficient jet collimation? Distance between gamma-ray emission region 
and mm-core larger than normal? 

• Keep the monitoring on….
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